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Abstract. Traditional X.509 public key infrastructures (PKIs) depend
on certification authorities (CAs) to sign certificates, used in SSL/TLS to
authenticate web servers and establish secure channels. However, recent
security incidents indicate that CAs may (be compromised to) sign fraudulent certificates. In this paper, we propose blockchain-based certificate
transparency and revocation transparency. Our scheme is compatible
with X.509 PKIs but significantly reinforces the security guarantees of
a certificate. The CA-signed certificates and their revocation status information of an SSL/TLS web server are published by the subject (i.e.,
the web server) as a transaction, and miners of the community append
it to the global certificate blockchain after verifying the transaction and
mining a block. The certificate blockchain acts as append-only public
logs to monitor CAs’ certificate signing and revocation operations, and
an SSL/TLS web server is granted with the cooperative control on its
certificates to balance the absolute authority of CAs in traditional PKIs.
We implement the prototype system with Firefox and Nginx, and the
experimental results show that it introduces reasonable overheads.
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Introduction

In X.509 public key infrastructures (PKIs), a certification authority (CA) signs
certificates to bind the public key of a server to its identity (typically a DNS
name). Then, these certificates are used in SSL/TLS [21, 14] to authenticate the
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web servers. Trusting the CAs, browsers obtain the servers’ public keys from
CA-signed certificates in SSL/TLS negotiations, to establish secure channels.
However, recent security incidents indicate that CAs are not so trustworthy
as they are assumed to be. CAs may sign fraudulent certificates due to intrusions [11, 24, 58, 46], reckless identity validations [44, 61, 54, 55], misoperations
[45, 62, 33], flawed cryptographic algorithms [53, 60], or government compulsions
[15, 52]. Typical fraudulent certificates bind a DNS name to key pairs held by
counterfeit web servers [5, 11, 15]. Then, the counterfeit servers will launch manin-the-middle (MITM) attacks, even when a browser follows the strict steps of
certificate validation [12] to establish SSL/TLS sessions.
Certificate transparency [35] was proposed to enhance the accountability of
CA operations, using append-only public logs. A CA-signed certificate is publicly
recorded in log servers; otherwise, a browser rejects it in SSL/TLS negotiations.
Therefore, a fraudulent certificate will be observed by monitors or interested
parties, especially the owner of the DNS name (or the SSL/TLS web server).
The certificates in log servers are organized as a Merkle hash tree, and auditors
periodically verify the integrity of logs to ensure that they are append-only, i.e.,
a (fraudulent) certificate will never be deleted or modified after being appended.
Certificate transparency follows a reactive philosophy. It depends on the monitors to observe fraudulent certificates after they have been signed and recorded
in the log servers. So a fraudulent certificate may be accepted by browsers before
it is observed by any interested party. Moreover, to ensure append-only records,
and the detection of deleted or modified (fraudulent) certificate relies on the
periodical detection of auditors. Considering the huge number and increment of
current certificates, it is a high burden to monitor or audit the public logs.
In this paper, we proposes a blockchain-based scheme to construct appendonly logs for certificate transparency. In our scheme, CA-signed X.509 certificates
are published by their subjects (i.e., the corresponding web servers) in certificate
transactions in a global certificate blockchain. The global certificate blockchain
acts as an inherently append-only public log to monitor CAs’ operations. To
publish its certificates, each web server has a publishing key pair to sign its certificate transactions, which is different from the key pair bound in the certificate.
This design of subject-controlled certificate publication allows an web server to
manage its certificates cooperatively with CAs. It shares the same spirit with
trust assertions for certificate keys (TACK) [39] and PoliCert [56] that a web
server is involved in the validation of its certificates.
SSL/TLS web servers compose an interdependent community, to balance the
absolute authority of CAs in traditional PKIs. Particularly, the publishing key
of a web server is initially certified by a certain number of these interdependent
web servers explicitly and also a CA implicitly. So CAs are unable to publish a
certificate in the certificate blockchain, without the consent of the community
of web servers. The certified publishing key of each web server is also publicly
recorded in the blockchain. It means that the publication of a certificate is also
publicly accountable.
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Each certificate transaction has a period of validity, shorter than those of
the published certificates. It enforces a web server to publish its certificates and
update revocation status periodically. When an unexpired certificate is revoked,
it will be absent from the next transaction, and the corresponding certificate
revocation list (CRL) file or online certificate status protocol (OCSP) response
will be included in the transaction instead. Therefore CAs’ revocation operations are also recorded and revocation transparency [34, 51] is achieved in the
certificate blockchain.
The proposed scheme protects browsers against the impersonation attacks
using fraudulent certificates. Browsers utilize the certificate blockchain to validate the certificates received in SSL/TLS negotiations. A certificate is accepted
only if it is published in an unexpired transaction, therefore a fraudulent certificate signed by compromised CAs but not published in the blockchain will be
rejected by browsers.
We implemented the prototype system with Nginx and Firefox. The Nginx
server sends its certificate transactions to browsers as SSL/TLS extensions, and
the browser validates the received certificates with the help of the certificate
blockchain. The analysis based on the real-world statistics and the experimental results show that our scheme introduces reasonable overheads, in terms of
storage, certificate validation delay, communication, and incentive cost.
The remainder is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the security
model, and the system details are described in Section 3. Then, the proposed
scheme is analyzed in Section 4, and the prototype system is evaluated in Section
5. Section 6 is related work, and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2

Threat Model and Design Goal

Attackers attempt to impersonate an SSL/TLS web server using fraudulent certificates, and a successful attack means that browsers accept the fraudulent
certificates in SSL/TLS negotiations. We assume that the attackers could compromise some trusted CAs, to sign fraudulent certificates binding the target web
server’s DNS name to any key pair. The attackers may also compromise the target server’s publishing key to generate fraudulent messages. However, we assume
that they could not compromise more than a threshold of certifiers of the target
server and certify a fraudulent publishing key. That is, the worst scenario our
scheme considers is that the publishing key pair is held or known by attackers
and fraudulent certificates are signed by compromised CAs at the same time.
The attackers do not hold computation resource which exceeds 30% of all
computation power in the community, and all cryptographic primitives are secure. The attackers cannot block the network for a long enough time to take
attack actions; that is, honest entities communicate with each other in a loosely
synchronized manner.
We aims to protect browsers against the impersonation attacks using fraudulent certificates. If a browser follows our scheme to validate certificates in
SSL/TLS negotiations, the authenticated peer is ensured to be the legitimate
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server of the visited DNS name. Even in the extreme case that a fraudulent certificate has been published in the blockchain by a compromised publishing key
pair, the browsers are most likely to reject this fraudulent certificate and it will
be recovered soon by countermeasure transactions in the certificate blockchain.

3
3.1

System Architecture
Overview

Web servers publish their certificate transactions in an unique, global certificate
blockchain. Like Bitcoin, each block in the certificate blockchain consists of a
block header and multiple transactions, which are organized as a Merkle hash
tree. A block header is composed of: a) the time when the miner starts to mine
this block, b) the digest of the last block header in the blockchain, c) the Merkle
hash tree root of the included transactions, d ) a list of (Type, DNS Name) tuples
of the included transactions, sorted in lexicographic order, and e) a PoW nonce
computed by brute force, so that the hash value of this block is less than the
PoW target. The list of (Type, DNS Name) tuples is included, so browsers or web
servers find a transaction conveniently without iterating through all included
transactions.
In the certificate blockchain, there are overall two types of certificate transactions. A Type-I transaction is signed by a web server using its publishing key pair,
to periodically publish certificates. When a certificate expires and is updated,
the new one will be included in the next transaction. If a certificate is revoked,
it will be excluded from the next transaction; at the same time, the corresponding CRL file or OCSP response will be included instead. Type-II transactions
are used to initialize or reset publishing key pairs. When a DNS name (or web
server) is initially introduced into this community, its publishing key is signed
by a number of other web servers (called certifiers) using their publishing key
pairs. This publishing key may be reset by another Type-II transaction, if it is
compromised or lost.
All certificate transactions labeled with the same DNS name, either Type-I
or Type-II, are chained together chronologically, as shown in Figure 1. For every
web server, its continuous history of certificates and publishing keys is then
archived publicly in the blockchain. If a fraudulent certificate or publishing key
appears, it will be observed soon. We design a series of regulations that enable
the honest web servers to take countermeasures and recover their certificates or
publishing keys.
A miner collects, verifies certificate transactions from others and mines the
block for them, according to the regulations of certificate transaction stated as
below. It also collects mined blocks from other miners, verifies the blocks, and
appends valid ones to its local copy to make it be longer. Incentive mechanism
like Bitcoin can be introduced to our scheme to encourage mining. Namely, the
miner who mines a particular block will be awarded by some coins, and the coins
are purchased and consumed by the web servers when they publish certificate
transactions.
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Fig. 1. The history of certificates and publishing keys.

In every block, a web server is allowed to publish at most one transaction.
If the miners of the blockchain receive both a Type-I and a Type-II transaction
with a same DNS name, the Type-II transaction has priority. If there are multiple
transactions of the same DNS name and type, a miner selects one of them based
on its own implementation.
A browser communicates with the P2P network of web servers/miners to
download the updated blockchain, to keep a local copy. When the browser is
establishing SSL/TLS sessions with a web server, it validates the web server’s
certificate with the help of its local copy of the certificate blockchain. We will
explain this procedure in further details in the following subsections.
3.2

Subject-controlled Certificate Publication

A certificate is signed and published by its subject, in Type-I certificate transactions. Only the web sever who holds the publishing key pair, is able to sign
Type-I transactions labelled with its DNS name. Therefore, a (compromised)
CA cannot publish certificates without the consent of the subject. Each Type-I
transaction includes:
1. DNS Name, the DNS name of the web server.
2. Prev TX Hash, the hash value of the previous transaction with the same DNS
name, either Type-I or Type-II.
3. Type, marked as Type I.
4. Validity, the validity period of this certificate publication.
5. List of Cert Chain, a list of published certificate chains. The web server
may hold multiple, currently valid certificates.
6. Next Publishing Key, the publishing public key. The corresponding private
key is used to sign the next Type-I transaction with this DNS name.
7. Sig, the signature of this transaction using the current publishing key pair
(i.e., the one bound in the most recent transaction with this DNS name,
either Type-I or Type-II).
For each certificate chain in List of Cert Chain, if the web server’s certificate is published for the first time, the whole chain from the self-signed root
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CA certificate to the end-entity certificate is provided. It facilitates the miners to validate the certificate. Otherwise, when the chain is published in the
subsequent periodical Type-I transactions, only a simplified entry is provided,
including the hash value of the web server’s certificate and the information to
check its “dynamic” validity status. Such information includes the validity of
certificate, the CRL distribution point or OCSP location, and the identifier to
check its revocation status via CRL or OCSP (e.g., the serial number). Such
design of simplified entries enables the miners to verify the consistency of these
transactions and check the certificate’s dynamic revocation status, but greatly
reduces the overheads of storage and communication.
Certificate transparency is achieved since certificates are publicly visible as
transactions in the append-only blockchain. For Type-I transactions, their period
of validity is required to be comparable with that of certificate status refresh in
current PKI. Therefore, a certificate is usually published for several times during its lifecycle, and its updated revocation status is also reflected in certificate
transactions. When a certificate is revoked, the web server replaces this certificate with related revocation information in the next transaction, and publish
it immediately or until the next period. So CA’s revocation operations are also
recorded in the blockchain, which enables revocation transparency.
3.3

Initialization and Reset of Publishing Keys

Type-II transactions are used to a) initialize the publishing key of a web server
and b) reset it if compromised. A Type-II transaction includes the following
fields:
1. DNS Name, the DNS name of the web server.
2. Prev TX Hash, the hash value of the previous transaction with the same DNS
name, either Type-I or Type-II.
3. Type, marked as Type II.
4. Publishing Key, the public key of the certified publishing key pair.
5. Certifier Group, a list of certifiers’ DNS names. The corresponding web
servers are authorized to control the publishing key of this DNS name.
6. List of Cert Chain, a list of web server’s certificate information, optional.
It is used to remove fraudulent certificates falsely appeared in previous TypeI transactions in emergency.
7. Sig by Owner, some signatures by the certified web server. They are verified
using corresponding some CA-signed certificates binding the DNS name,
which are also included in this field.
8. List of Sig, a list of signatures signed by certifier web servers using their
current publishing key pairs. The signers’ DNS names are also in this field.
Each Type-II transaction is signed by at least G certifier web servers. To sign
its initial Type-II transaction (i.e., the first transaction labeled with the DNS
name), a web server contacts at least G servers it trusted whose publishing keys
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have been certified in the blockchain, as its certifiers. The initial Type-II transaction is signed by all certifiers. Then, any following non-initial Type-II transaction must be signed by at least G certifiers specified in Certifier Group of the
previous Type-II transaction. The certifier group can be modified in non-initial
Type-II transactions, while the number of the certifiers in Certifier Group
must be not less than G. Besides, Type-II transactions are also signed by the
web server itself in Sig by Owner, which indirectly certified by one or more CAs.
An initial Type-II transaction is set with a “frozen” period before the certified
publishing key becomes valid. It allows interested parties (not only the web
server) to observe impersonation attack attempts. During the frozen period,
another initial Type-II transaction with the same DNS name whose certificates
in Sig by Owner are signed by more publicly-trusted CAs invalidates this TypeII transaction. If such dispute case happens, the frozen period is automatically
extended to provide the target web server more time to contact CAs and out-ofband actions may be taken. The publishing key becomes valid, after the frozen
period without disputes.
The field of List of Cert Chain is used in the extreme attack case that
fraudulent certificates are published by a compromised publishing key pair, so
the target web server recovers its control on publishing keys and delete fraudulent
certificates by only one transaction. No revocation information is needed in this
field of Type-II transactions. Note that, List of Cert Chain is not allowed to
include any newly appeared certificate; otherwise, it provides a fast track for
attackers to publish fraudulent certificates.
To reduce the storage requirement of miners, each web server publishes its
Type-II transactions periodically, even when it is unnecessary to reset the publishing key pair or modify its certifier group. In these “shadow” Type-II transactions, Publishing Key and Certifier Group must be identical with those
in the previous transaction, while List of Cert Chain and the certificates in
Sig of Owner must be absent. A shadow Type-II transaction is signed only by
the web server itself, and no signatures by certifiers are required. So, a miner
only stores a) the recent block headers and b) the latest transactions of both
types of each DNS name, within a certain period.
In the genesis block of the certificate blockchain, G + 1 or more special TypeII transactions are included to certify at least G+1 web servers’ publishing keys.
Each of these transactions, is signed by other G web servers. The publishing keys
in the genesis block are self-certified by these web servers cooperatively (and
some CAs indirectly). Then, these web servers will publish their certificates.
An initial period shall be needed for the founder servers to invite highlyranked web servers (assumed to be honest) to join, i.e., initially certify other
web servers’ publishing keys. During the initial period, the certificate blockchain
is publicly visible but the community is not open to join. After a certain number
of honest web servers are introduced into the community, so that any new participants will not introduces overwhelmed computation power, it is open to the
public and the non-founder web servers as well operate as certifiers after their
publishing keys have been certified and published in the certificate blockchain.
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Certificate Validation by Browsers

A browser validates the certificates received in SSL/TLS negotiations, with the
help of the certificate blockchain. First, a browser communicates with (the P2P
network of) web servers/miners to incrementally download the up-to-date block
headers. The browser verifies whether the downloaded headers are chained correctly and each header contains a valid PoW nonce, and updates its local copy
if a longer chain is received. Browsers download and store only block headers
but no transactions, to reduce the overhead of communication and storage. This
synchronization may be performed when there is no SSL/TLS negotiation.
The certificate transactions to validate a certificate are sent by the visited
web server during the SSL/TLS negotiation via SSL/TLS message extensions.
The identifier of block and the Merkle audit path for the transaction (i.e., the
shortest list of additional nodes to compute the Merkle hash tree root [35]) are
also sent to enable browsers to verify the certificate transaction.
A certificate chain received in SSL/TLS negotiations is valid, if a) the certificate (or its hash value) is published in List of Cert Chain of an unexpired
transaction, which is sent by the visited web server, b) it is signed by a trusted
root CA of the browser, c) the transaction is included in a fully-confirmed block,
not in the latest N ones of the blockchain, to ensure that the certificate transaction has been accepted by enough miners [8] and the published certificates have
been monitored by interested parties, and d ) in the blocks subsequent to this
fully-confirmed block, including the N non-fully-confirmed ones, if there are any
transactions with the visited DNS name, then the received certificate shall also
appear in these transactions. Note that browsers are immune to downgrading attacks, since they will determine whether a web server has published transaction
in the blockchain according to their local copies of block headers, and perform
standard certificate validation for those servers who has not.
Because the certificate chain has been validated by the majority of honest
miners, the browser only needs to check whether the root CA certificate is trusted
by itself or not. Other processing [12] such as CA signatures, periods of validity,
and certificate extensions, is unnecessary. That is, the certificate validation of
browsers is delegated to the community of miners, and the delegated certificate
validation is also transparent (i.e, publicly visible).
Since the validity period of Type-I transactions may be greater than the
general CRL/OCSP update period, a browser with high security concerns may
take extra actions to check the revocation status of the received certificates.

4

Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the proposed scheme under various attack scenarios.
We present the countermeasures and evaluate the impacts, when some entities
except the target web server were compromised. The network attacks on the
certificate blockchain are also analyzed.
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Security with Compromised Key Pairs

In order to impersonate a web server, the attackers could compromise a CA,
and/or compromise some web servers’ publishing key pairs. Note that, an attack
is considered as successful only if a fraudulent certificate is accepted by browsers.
We do not assume that the attackers could compromise at least G certifiers
of the target web server, considering the certifiers are carefully selected by the
target server, and G can be set large enough. We neither consider the situation
that the key pair bound in the target web server’s certificate is compromised by
attackers, in which the attackers could launch MITM attacks without a fraudulent certificate. Such attacks should be prevented or mitigated by the approaches
other than certificate management, which are out of the scope of this paper.
Compromised CAs. When only CAs are compromised, our scheme ensures
that no fraudulent certificate is accepted by browsers, because the target web
server will not publish such certificates in the blockchain. Note that in traditional
PKIs compromising a CA is sufficient to launch MITM attacks, while in our
scheme attackers need to concurrently compromise the target server’s publishing
key, which is more difficult.
Compromised Publishing Key Pairs. An attacker fails to impersonate
the target web server, if it only compromises its publishing key pair. The attacker may modify List of Cert Chain in a Type-I transaction, by including
an expired or revoked one, or excluding a currently-valid certificate. But the verification of such a transaction will fail, because miners will validate all included
certificates and only expired or revoked certificates shall be excluded compared
with the previous transaction.
The attacker may modify Next Publishing Key with another key pair through
Type-I transactions, to prevent the web server from updating its Type-I transactions. This case will be further discussed in the following paragraphs.
Compromised CAs and Publishing Key Pairs. The attackers might
compromise a CA to sign fraudulent certificates and also compromise the target
web server’s publishing key pair. Then, the attacker could publish fraudulent certificates in a Type-I transaction, while simultaneously modify Next Publishing Key
with another key pair held by itself. This transaction will be considered as correct
by miners, and finally included into a mined block.
Once the fraudulent Type-I transaction is observed by the target web server
(or any other interested parties), the web server will immediately contact its certifiers to sign a countermeasure Type-II transaction, to exclude the fraudulent
certificates by properly setting List of Cert Chain and to simultaneously reset
its publishing key in Publishing Key. As shown in Figure 2, if the countermeasure Type-II transaction appears in time (i.e, in any of the N subsequent blocks
after the fraudulent transaction), browsers will detect the conflict and reject the
fraudulent certificates (see Section 3.4). Such a Type-II transaction thoroughly
counters the impact of the fraudulent Type-I transaction. If the countermeasure
transaction is not signed in time, the fraudulent certificates might be accepted
temporarily but rejected after the countermeasure transaction.
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Fig. 2. A fraudulent Type-I transaction in Block i, and the countermeasure Type-II
transaction in Block k. If i < k ≤ i + N , the fraudulent certificate is never accepted; if
k > i + N , it may be accepted before the countermeasure transaction.

In all above scenarios, there is no attack impact if target web servers observe
attacks and take countermeasures in time (i.e. k ≤ i + N ). Since attackers can
not compromise G certifiers, a web server can always counters the impact by a
Type-II transaction.
4.2

Attacks on the Certificate Blockchain

The attackers may attempt to prevent browsers from accessing the recent blocks
of the certificate blockchain. First, it is extremely difficult and expensive to
isolate a browser from a great number of P2P nodes, while allow it to access
(counterfeit) web servers. Even if such an attack could be performed, the victim
browser is aware of it when subsequent blocks take far more time than average
block interval, since the mining time is contained in block headers.
Powerful attackers might publish a fraudulent certificate and include it in
a branch of the blockchain. Then, subsequent blocks are mined on the branch
by attackers, while countermeasure transactions are elaborately excluded. It requires the attackers to control 33% of computation resources [20], which breaks
our security assumption on attackers’ computation power [48].

5

Implementation and Evaluation

This section presents the prototype of the proposed scheme, and evaluates its
performance.
5.1

Implementation and Setting

The prototype system is comprosed of, a) a browser that validates certificates in
SSL/TLS negotiations, based on its local copy of the certificate blockchain, b) a
web server that delivers its certificates transactions in SSL/TLS negotiations as
extensions, and c) an instance of the certificate blockchain.
The browser is implemented on Firefox Nightly (version 54.0a1). The function
VerifySSLServerCert() is modified as described in Section 3.4 to validate the
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received certificate. The web server is implemented on Nginx (version 1.10.3).
Extensions of ClientHello and ServerHello are defined and implemented in the
handshake of SSL/TLS, to request and respond the certificate transactions and
the corresponding Merkle audit paths. The browser and the visited web server
are connected directly. The browser runs on a desktop (Intel i7-4770s/3.10GHz
CPU, 8GB RAM, and ST-1000DM003 hard disk) with Windows 7 Professional,
and the web server is on another desktop of the same hardware configuration
with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (32-bit).
Table 1 summarizes the values of all related parameters in the prototype.
The reasons why we choose these values are explained in the appendix in detail.
Table 1. The values of parameters in the prototype blockchain.
Mark
TB
TI
TII
G
N

Value
2 hours
10 days
100 days
5/10
6

Note
Average block interval.
Type-I transaction validity.
The period of shadow Type-II transactions.
The threshold of signed certifier in a Type-II transaction.
Number of blocks after a block to fully confirm the block.

There are currently about 54.35M valid SSL/TLS certificates according to
Censys.io [43], and on average each website has 1.34 certificates [57]. Nearly
70% of these certificates are issued for free (e.g. by Let’s Encrypt). We think
these certificates’ owners are sensitive to price, and would not participate in
the incentive mechanism in our scheme. Thus, we mainly focus on the non-free
certificates (approximately 13.88M, corresponding to about 10.36M websites).
Note that we do not require all certificates to participate since our scheme is
immune to downgrading attack. We include all these certificates basically for
performance estimation.
We generate a prototype blockchain using 10.36M random DNS names, and
average-size certificates by testing CAs. The prototype blockchain contains 1200
blocks (within about TII ) and transactions for all 10.36M web servers. In the prototype, each server periodically publishes a Type-I transaction every 114 blocks,
to ensure that a transaction does not expire until the next one is fully-confirmed.
So on average each block contains 10.36M /114 ≈ 93.06K Type-I transactions
and 10.36M/1200 ≈ 8.84K Type-II transactions. On average each web site has
1.34 certificate chains and each chain is composed of three certificates. We use
OpenSSL-1.0.1g to generate the prototype certificate blockchain. Besides, DNS
names are randomly generated in the prototype blockchain with the average
length of 14 bytes, according to the average domain name length of Alexa top
1M websites [2].
OCSP responses (1.60KB on average) are included as the revocation status
information, because of OCSP is widely deployed [37] and smaller than CRL
(51KB on average [37]). According to the real-world statistics, the revocation
rate is normally 1% and may increase to 11% when an emergency happens [37].
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Evaluation

Storage. Table 2 lists the average size of each element. A browser keeps the
block headers within TI for certificate validation, so the storage overhead is
about 120 × 1.40MB ≈ 168.00MB.
Table 2. The size of data elements in the blockchain.
Item
Type-I transaction
with 1/2/3 certificate chain(s)
with 1/2/3 partial certificate(s)
Type-II certificate transaction
without certifier signature (shadow)
with 5/10 certifier’s signatures
Block header
Block, including the header and transactions
no certificate revoked
1% certificates revoked (by OCSP/CRL) and 1% new certificates
11% certificates revoked (by OCSP/CRL) and 11% new certificates

Average Size
4.65/8.71/12.77KB
0.83/1.07/1.30KB
1.02KB
5.10/5.36KB
559.18KB
95.05MB
101.05/162.62MB
161.13/838.42MB

A miner keeps the latest Type-I and Type-II transactions of each DNS name,
and all block headers within TII , which is about 10.36M×(0.91KB+1.02KB) +
1200 × 4 × 1.40MB ≈ 26.64GB. Here, 0.91KB is the estimated size of TypeI transaction with 1.34 certificate chains. Besides, all transactions in the N
non-fully-confirmed blocks shall be kept always, to ensure the verification of
blocks in multiple concurrent non-fully-confirmed branches; and the size is about
6 × (93.06K×0.91KB +8.84K×1.02KB) ≈ 0.55GB. That is, a miner stores at
least 27.19GB data. If 1% certificates are revoked by OCSP, the storage overhead
increases to 27.36GB (we consider it as a “typical” size); if 11% are revoked by
CRL, the overhead is 109.62GB. Even when all valid certificates are included in
the blockchain, the typical storage overhead of a miner will not exceed 150GB.
As a comparison, each miner in Bitcoin stores over 150GB data.
Delay. A browser validates the received certificate as follows: a) checks
whether the root CA is trusted, b) reads a block header from the hard drive,
c) checks if a block header contains a transaction of the visited DNS name, and
d ) checks whether the received transaction is in the found block and the certificate is in the transaction. Operations b), c) and d ) are performed repeatedly,
until it confirms that the certificate is in an unexpired transaction in the recent
fully-confirmed blocks (and also all of its subsequent transactions in non-fullyconfirmed blocks, if appear).
The browser validates certificates when the target transaction is in the middle/end of the blockchain (each for 1000 times). The average time of these operations is listed in Table 3.
The time cost is greatly reduced if a browser loads all block headers (about
168.00MB) into memory when it starts up. In such case, Operation b) is un-
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Table 3. The time of certificate validation in browsers.
Operation
Standard certificate validation
Basic operation
a) Check trust anchors
b) Read a block header from hard drive
c) Search the DNS name in a block header
d ) Verify a transaction and the certificate
Validate a certificate with the blockchain
Operation a)+b)+c)+d ), target locates in the middle/end
Operation a)+c)+d ), target locates in the middle/end

Average Time
9.86ms
<0.01ms
1.11ms
0.01ms
0.25ms
71.87/135.38ms
0.98/1.65ms

necessary and the average delay is 0.98ms. This number will increase to 3.20ms
when all valid certificates are included in the blockchain.
The browser takes about 9.86ms to validate a certificate using the standard
method except checking revocation. Adopting our method may significantly accelerate the validation process.
Communication. In an SSL/TLS negotiation, the introduced communication overhead is typically one certificate transaction, and will not exceeds N + 1
transactions. It is about 1.53KB, and not larger than 10.71KB (N = 6).
Besides, a browser periodically updates its local copy of block headers, about
16.80MB every day. The number can be decreased to about 5∼8MB daily via
common commercial compress software. Compared to traditional methods who
need extra links to download CRLs/OCSPs during SSL/TLS negotiations, which
degrades performance even they are small, our scheme enable browsers to download block headers when they are idle.

6

Related Work

Several public-accountable-log-based services, such as CIRT [51], RT [34],
ARPKI [7], and CONIKS[41], have been introduced to achieved certificate transparency and/or revocation transparency, by recording certificates in Merkle hash
trees. These schemes do not involve subject control on certificate publication
so that a fraudulent certificate (or public key) might be accepted before it
is observed by interested parties, while our blockchain-based scheme supports
subject-controlled certificate publication. AKI [31] and Policert [56] enable the
certificate subject to define its own certificate parameters (e.g., trusted CAs and
log servers). The subject certificate policy, can as well listed in Type-II transactions, to enhance the subject’s control. All above append-only logs depend on
extra auditors which are not needed in our scheme. On the contrary, our scheme
is based on the append-only blockchain maintained by web servers and miners.
Other subject-controlled certificate services, like DANE [27], CAA [26],
Sovereign Key [16] were also proposed to balance the absolute authority of
CAs. In these enhancements, a browser communicates with extra components
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(a DNSSEC server [6, 4] or a timestamp server) when validating a certificate
or public key, so privacy information about the secure session is leaked; however, in our scheme, all browsers download uniform block headers and no such
information is exchanged.
Public key pinning requires browsers to locally store a public key (or certificate) for a certain domain [32, 50, 19, 39]. These schemes follow the assumption of trust on first use, so the first visit shall be established without attacks.
Moreover, existing pinning mechanisms do not consider certificate revocation or
update, while these events are handled as transactions in our scheme.
Notary-based approaches allow clients to compare certificates from the
SSL/TLS sessions and other sources, such as Perspectives [59], Convergence [38],
ICSI Notary[29], and EFF SSL Observatory [17]. Crossbear [28] localises the
SSL/TLS MITM attacks based on such records. Doublecheck [3, 18] and Laribus
[42] allow clients compares certificates received from different network paths.
Some notary-based approaches [59, 38, 29, 17, 42] leak the privacy information
about secure sessions, while the others [3, 18, 42] only work for localized attacks.
Browsers may enforce enhanced security policies when validating a certificate [1]. CA-TMS [9], Certlock [52] and Cage [30] separately evaluate the
trustworthiness of CAs based on the client’s local experiences or the CA’s domain name scope. DVCert [13] delivers a certificate list to browsers, protected by
previously-established user credentials, to validate certificates in the SSL/TLS
negotiations. Such enhancements may be integrated into our scheme as additional rules to validate certificates. The surveys [25, 10] comprehensively discussed the vulnerabilities of the SSL/TLS ecosystem and the countermeasures.
Some blockchain-based alternatives allow subjects to publish keys or
credentials in blockchain [49, 22, 23, 36]. In these DNS systems [49, 22, 23], the
key pairs are controlled entirely by the owner of the DNS name. So the private
key can not be recovered ever since it is compromised. Our solution distributes
the control among CAs and the community of web servers, so an attacker cannot
bind an arbitrary key pair to the DNS name after breaking a single entity. An
IKP reaction policy signed by issuers and a domain certificate policy signed by
domains construct a smart contract in the Ethereum blockchain [40], intending
to be triggered by fraudulent certificates. Blockstack [47] improves Namecoin by
separating controls and data. This separation design can be integrated with our
solution, making the storage of certificate transactions outsourced.

7

Conclusion

We propose to record certificates and revocation status information in the global
certificate blockchain, which is inherently append-only, to achieve certificate
transparency and limited-grained revocation transparency. Our scheme balances
the absolute authority of CAs, and provides a continuous history of certificates
for each SSL/TLS web server. The publishing key pairs used to sign transactions, are controlled cooperatively by CAs and the community of web servers,
and recorded in the blockchain. The proposed scheme is compatible with X.509
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PKIs but significantly reinforces the security guarantees of certificates. Our
scheme also provides transparent and delegated certificate validation services
for browsers. Since each certificate chain is validated by a majority of miners
before included in the certificate blockchain. The analysis and the experimental results show that, our scheme introduces reasonable overheads in terms of
storage, certificate validation delay, communication, and incentive cost.
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A Parameters Selection
The time interval between two adjacent blocks (denoted as TB ) determines how
soon a certificate will be accepted by browsers after it has been included in the
blockchain. It is reasonable for a web server to require its published certificates
to be accepted within 24 hours, i.e., N ×TB < 1, 440 minutes. On the other hand,
a smaller TB enforces the web server to watch for fraudulent certificates in the
blockchain more frequently, and take countermeasures more quickly. Accordingly,
we set TB = 120 minutes as a typical value and let N = 6 (the same as the
requirement in Bitcoin). In order to keep the block mining stable, the community
adjusts the PoW target of the blockchain periodically.
The validity period of Type-I transactions (denote as TI ) is chosen to provide
moderate revocation transparency. First, only when a transaction has been included in a fully-confirmed block (not in the latest N ones of the blockchain), the
contained certificates are considered as valid by browsers. So, TI  (N +1)×TB ;
otherwise, it is never accepted by browsers before it expires. Meanwhile, TI shall
be not significantly greater than the general revocation status update period, to
enforce the web servers to update their transactions in a timely manner. So we
require that TI ≤ 10 × TRevoke , where TRevoke is the revocation status update
period. For more than 95% of CRL files, TRevoke is not larger than 1 day. OCSP
provides timely revocation status services, but the validity period of OCSP responses is typically 4 or 7 days.4 Thus, we set TI = 14, 400 minutes (or 10 days)
in the prototype.
TII determines the frequency of shadow Type-II transactions. We set TII =
10 × TI (i.e., 100 days).

4

We visited the Alexa top-50 websites, and observed 29 unique certificate chains for
these websites (averagely 4.05KB), each of which is composed of three certificates.
We collected OCSP responses (averagely 1.60KB) for these certificates, and the
distribution of the validity periods is: 17 are 7-day, 9 are 4-day, 2 are 1.5-day, and 1
is 5-day.

